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DASH-kun evolved to power up version!

Deodorizing device of 
putrid smell from 

cutting fluid

MEGA DASH-kun
Under application for a utility model

Newly released

MEGA DASH-kunNewly released

Inspection  State of bacteria

Before installation

MEGA DASH-kun
helps you
save costs!

Fresh air is always distributed to increase 
oxygen concentration which is indispensable to 
aerobic treatment in a large coolant tank (500L or 
more). Antimicrobial activity of silver and copper 
(oligodynamic metal action) sterilizes the liquid 
and prevents putrid smell.
Copper particles in the foam generator are 
directly agitated by a lot of air to facilitate the 
antimicrobial action of copper (oligodynamic 
metal action). The fluid is sterilized and bad 
smell of cutting fluid (putrid smell) is prevented. 
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When the liquid is agitated, oil film of water-soluble coolant sticks to foam and float. 
Coolant becomes active when oil is removed regularly.

Specifications
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Model Tank volume: 500 L or more
n-M0350

Discharged air volume: 20L / min.
Size (mm) Power box / H 130 x W 150 x D 150

Copper ion foam generator / H42 x W 390 x D 40 (opening 330) 
Power Single phase 100V   21W (on/off switch)   Applied in both 50 Hz and 60 Hz
Installation Power box / on the floor

Copper ion and oxygen foam generator / in the coolant tank

Basic parts 1 power box body, 1 copper ion foam generator, 1 air supply tube (2m), 
1 sterilization brush for foam generator, and 1 corner guide for tube

* Specifications, shape, color etc. in the catalogue can be changed without prior notice

 Light sensor (option)
When the light is turned off in the factory, automatic night operation 
is started by the built-in light sensor (eco-friendly operation)

Warning for installation of foam generator
When enough foam is not created, clean the slit (opening) of the foam generator with the attached brush.
Make sure to set the slit up when installing in the coolant tank. 
Set MEGA DASH-kun apart from the coolant pump in the tank as much as possible.
Remove chips in the coolant tank before the installation of MEGA DASH-kun.
When you use multilayer coolant tank, install MEGA DASH-kun in the layer without coolant pump.
Pay attention to prevent the tube from being crushed or broken. (The tube is detachable at the joint)

This product is to inhibit the growth of bacteria and obtain deodorant effect, 
not to restore the efficiency of water-soluble cutting fluid. 
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Distributor

n-intec inc.

10500-34, Nakaminowa, Minowa Town, Kami-ina-gun,
Nagano Prefecture, 399-4601 

TEL.0265-79-9075　FAX.0265-79-1911
URL: http://www.n-intec.co.jp
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